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Ashley Blackwood Kussman  WWP( West Windsor Peeps )

Marie Levine
That is awful and unacceptable. I hope he called the police.

Anthony Azzara
Marie Levine When I saw him, he was taking pictures & video of them. Police did drive by, but I'm
not sure the protesters were breaking the law.....

December 3 at 10:30 PM · 

I know little to nothing about politics abroad, and so have no comment on the topic. I also support public protest and
the right to congregate for that purpose. However, protesting outside of this man’s private residence crosses into
territory that is as harmful as it is ineffective. When we accept that anything goes, everything will. Homes and
children should be off limits—and protesting outside of someone’s home affects everyone’s sense of peace and
comfort. This is not okay.

PLANETPRINCETON.COM
In Princeton Junction, a Chinese dissident faces harassment as part of a disinformation campaign by a
billionaire with close ties to Steve Bannon ·
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Bo Kriger
The corrupt billionaire is targeting dissidents who criticize CCP, while the billionaire is supposedly is
anti-CCP. 
There are forces at play that we don’t see and these forces are all about power and money. 

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Bo Kriger I know—and that is the whole issue. A private residence is not an appropriate or
acceptable place for protest. The forces at play need to play on their field and leave the private
citizen out of it. Because when he’s bringing in his groceries, raking his yard, or streaming The
Crown on Netflix, he’s a private civilian as are his neighbors. And the CCP can take their
message elsewhere.

Bo Kriger
Ashley Blackwood Kussman I totally agree, but it is about laws. Are these protesters breaking
laws?  
This billionaire is using money (these protesters are paid) to harass but staying within the laws. It is
the usual powerful vs intellectuals/thinkers.  
Powerful need mindless masses they can feed with fear, misinformation and little bit of money. The
only hope is FBI investigating the billionaire. No protest, action, proposed bill happen without money,
usually dirty money.

Karen Sue
Bo Kriger I hope these paid protesters aren't from WW!

Esther Sun
This is awful. Agree with above, hope police was called

Wenli Li
😱 Who are these people?! Call the police.

John A. Schumacher
Wenli Li the police can't break up a peaceful protest. police are not the answer to all problems

Wenli Li
I see they are standing on the sidewalk so no trespassing
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I see, they are standing on the sidewalk, so no trespassing.

Carol Fagundus
Yes well I am always suspicious of the validity of demonstrators whose aim is to "out" their target to
the whole neighborhood yet they are too cowardly to give their own name or let their face be seen

John A. Schumacher
Carol Fagundus yes. they are cowards

Sheryl Brown
We are continually asked to report suspicious activity to the police. If strangers are repeatedly standing
outside my house and I call the police, presumably the police will come, ask who they are, ask to see
ID, and ask their purpose. If they don’t want to show ID, they should be made to leave. I’m guessing
that being asked for ID by the police might be enough to break this up.

Alok Sharma
This seems like harassment, that's the aim, not protest. Even though there is nothing illegal about
standing on a sidewalk temporarily with a poster, if you are not obstructing traffic or entering
someone's property or making loud noise. Yes, police can be used by reporting suspicious activity but
that's a slippery slope because then there is no end to what all police can be called for under
suspicious activity......using police as a tool for things that should rightly be sorted out by the
community is a dangerous path.  

The aim here seems like harassment because there are other ample avenues available to these
protesters to make their voices heard....despite that if they are deliberately choosing the one that is
most harassing, most uncivil and threatening as their option, it is clear what their intent is.  

The number of these people who want to behave like this is a thousand times smaller than the number
of people who want civility and respect in our community. Next time this happens, ideally the neighbors
should come out of their homes and ask these people to leave their street.

Saju Joseph
Alok Sharma Are protests outside house illegal or considered harassment? What is the norm on
that. Is this comment trail because it is a protest in a residential neighbourhood or because of the
content of the article being taken at face value. Thanks.
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Alok Sharma
Saju, the primary objective here of those people coming from NY everyday in shifts is harassment. If
it is protest, there were lot other means of doing that...but coming everyday to someones home 20
people strong, same people, shouting and abusing ....when the kids are learning virtual in home is
primarily harassment and enough is enough.

Mayank Srivastava
Alok Sharma Bang on calling Police is not a solution to the problem which should be solved by the
community !

Sharon DiSebastian
WW police did force the “protestors”to leave. Here’s a little info about the person they targeted.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teng_Biao

Teng Biao - Wikipedia
en.m.wikipedia.org

Alok Sharma
Seems like a very accomplished person. What does it mean "He remains under surveillance"..
..the Chinese government is keeping him under surveillance in our neighborhood!!

Sharon DiSebastian
Alok Sharma that’s what it sounds like - I’m honored to have him live in our ‘hood!

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Alok Sharma exactly.

Abigail Allen
No. Far far more more alarming than the fact of a handful of people with signs standing on public
property is the actual substance of this matter and the connections and influence of the billionaire. We
lose what is sacred about our country if we get lazy about distinguishing between form and content of
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political expression. We lose our democracy if we have time to comment about superficial mode of
expression but dont have time or will to learn the substance. We all must fight for the right to stand on
public property carrying signs peacefully. The handful of people with signs here are misguided (or
perhaps threatened) dupes. Fight the actual evil power that influences (or even coerces) them to take
this position. Fight (and vote) against the anti-democratic wealth-power evil and corruption. Fight to
protect dissents and fight everyday for truth. Dont get distracted. The cause is hideous here and and
very alarming and the protesters were duped or bribed (or worse) but the mode of protest on its face is
not alarming. Dont arrest these people if they have not threatened anyone themselves. Educate them
and educate others. Go out there and talk to them and "counter protest" peacefully. Use the freedom
you still have here in America to actively show your support for Teng Biao.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen I don’t dispute that at all. But as this is community page, I was only commenting on the
community aspect.

Abigail Allen
Do you want to live in a community in which you are called out (by those who "know little" about the
issue at hand) and or arrested for standing on a sidewalk holding signs? Or do you want to live in a
community where people use their freedoms to communicate to actively stand up and support people
like Mr Biao and bother to learn the actual "politics" of the situation rather than focus on the sign
holders?

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen As my original post stated, I want to live in a community where the line is respected
between home and work. Take it to the streets, the public spaces and forums, but not the home.
Let us not forget the murder attempt on NJ Supreme Court Justice Salas which killed her son. We
have to uphold a standard and there must be boundaries. I was standing up for Mr. Biao, but I
save my politics (unless it’s WWP politics) for my personal page. I shared it because I wanted to
support his ability to feel safe and supported in his community, which is the very thing being
violated by these ‘sign holders’. I don’t have the power, ability, or connections to protect his
person or his voice as a dissident (he likely has that taken care of) nor do I wish to engage to
draw more attention to him when he likely wants to have some privacy in his own home. He
doesn’t need our validation for his life’s work and circumstance (although he has it). I find it
important to be able to feel at peace in one’s own home. It’s not a minor point in my opinion.

Sharon DiSebastian
Abigail Allen true in some aspects - we are now educated because of these misled protestors.
But on the flip side this man has children. It’s his personal residence. Protests in other parts of the
US have compromised families’ safety. His front yard is not the place for this. He’s a university
professor - protest there.

Abigail Allen
There is a bright and clear line between murder and standing on a public sidewalk holding signs. The
WWP kids held signs for "let them play" not too long ago. It's the actual politics of this that is
alarming.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen we will agree that we disagree on the subject. If I ever become a public figure,
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Abigail Allen we will agree that we disagree on the subject. If I ever become a public figure,
please don’t protest on my street. I really couldn’t handle my dog barking constantly and trying to
jump through my window. Virtual school would be a struggle with all the noise, and my son would
feel awkward playing in the yard (outdoor time he desperately needs). I’ll make sure not to do
anything super important in this world as I couldn’t be sure it wouldn’t be protested in such an
aggravating way. I’ll leave it at that because we won’t see eye to eye on this.

Sheryl Brown
Abigail Allen Let Them Play did not protest in front of Dr. Aderhold’s house. That’s the difference
that I believe Ashley Blackwood Kussman is pointing out.  

People pay a lot of tax money to live in a quiet residential neighborhood. My children ride bikes,
skateboard, etc. I run on the sidewalk. This is not just disruptive for their target—it’s disrespectful
and disruptive to the neighbors as well.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Update:: Mr. Biao actually requested all of the support he can get according to the writer of the
article. The protestors show up daily at 2 pm.

Abigail Allen
Careful, theres a fine ambiguous line between freedom of speech and "disrespectful". If you dont
like peaceful protests on residential sidewalks paid for by tax dollars speak to your elected
municipal representatives (who answer to the community generally) about passing an ordinance.
Do we know if the protesters are tax paying residents? Dont be distracted, the REAL hideousness
here is the politics behind the protesters and the threats not by that handful of misguided people
but by those who duped and coerced them from afar. Let's throw the federal "police" after them.

Abigail Allen
Ashley great update! Is it 2 on the weekends too? Maybe we can show up on Saturday with a day
to spread the word.

Alok Sharma
It is an honor for our community that a person like Mr Biao has made our town his home. I did not
know about him till I read this post this morning. Now learning more....found an NPR interview....a
inspiring life.  

https://www.npr.org/2019/06/05/729874311/human-rights-lawyer-fled-china-but-still-feels-its-
influence

Human Rights Lawyer Fled China But Still...
npr.org
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Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Alok Sharma Agreed.

Yingzi Deng
This is not acceptable and shouldn’t be allowed- in his private residence- should be considered as a
harassment!

Abigail Allen
Theres only a handful of protesters. The number of posts and likes here outnumber them. Who is up
for making a sign and standing on the same public sidewalk to peacefully show visible community
support for Mr. Biao?

Alok Sharma
Abigail, I will be glad to ...not without his permission though.....let's first ask him if he wants this
on his sidewalk.

Abigail Allen
It's a public sidewalk his permission is not required but you are right in being thoughtful as he would
likely appreciate the courtesy of being asked about it first

Abigail Allen
Until we know whether Mr. Biao wants visible supporters I think I may drive by and if protesters
are still there I will tell them Mr. Biao is supported by his community and most feel that those
protesting are misguided at best.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen I’ll do it, but not in front of his house.

Abigail Allen
Let's do organize a show of support. Where do you think would be a good place?

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen How about an intersection or over the bridge of rte 1 at Alexander Road.

Abigail Allen
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Abigail Allen
See above (in other comment thread) updated info from Ashley about supporting Mr Biao. Apparently
they show up at 2pm each day.

Wenli Li
Abigail Allen let us know once a location and time are determined, would it be more effective to
do it when those protesters are there? not that we know when they will be there, but we can get
there at short notice.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen I’ll be working until 2 but will plan to drive over after.

Abigail Allen
I hope people post ideas and plans today. I'm up for going there at 2pm Saturday. I'm nose down
in meetings today so cant organize today but will be there at 2pm Saturday if theres a general
consensus!

Abigail Allen
👍Ashley if you go at 2 today I'm with you in spirit and hope to join on Saturday. Please let us know
how it goes. I'd love to do more to organize but I'm in wall to wall meetings starting in 5 mins.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Abigail Allen that is even better. I may take your idea of driving by and sharing support of him. But I
do hope that officials in the community can intervene in some way as well.

Atul Ahuja
Abigail Allen I will surely be there tomorrow at 2

Wenli Li
Abigail Allen i am not available tomorrow afternoon, but am free after 3:30pm today.

Krystal Knapp
Alok Sharma He gave people permission to come today at 2 p.m. Some local ministers
organized a counter-protest to show their support for him. (Reporter here who wrote the original
story)

Alok Sharma
Krystal, OK..I will ask my team to cover for me for 15 minutes and come there at 2 pm. Don't have
time to make a sign though.
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Melinda Rubenstein
Alok Sharma and Abigail Allen- please keep me posted. Let’s make sure to promote social
distancing/mask wearing- these protest setting get tricky when many show up..

Mahesh Ukidave
Wow.

Jim Solloway
One person’s harassment is another person’s civil protest. Peaceful protests — even questionable
ones with suspicious motives — are protected by the First Amendment. We may not like it one bit,
but this is why I’d much rather live here than in Xi’s China.

Jackie Alberts
Jim Solloway Often the answer to questionable speech is more free speech. Will you add your
voice in support of a neighbor so he and his children feel safe in West Windsor?

Jim Solloway
Jackie Alberts of course we all want Mr. Teng and his family to feel safe. All I did was point out
that the protesters are within their rights, even if they are misguided. Showing support for the
Teng family is a great idea.

Jenhau Chen
A group of cowards. If they truly believe in their cause, why not show their faces? I bet they still want
some favors from the government they claim they hate. At least this person being protested is showing
his identity. What do these cowards have?

Jenhau Chen
Even Trump isn't hiding behind a fake identity or cover his face when spreading false information. 
These people are losers.

Jackie Alberts
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Can the Council offer a Resolution of support for a neighbor being targeted for harassment? Can the
Mayor and Chief of Police add their voices of support? Can the neighborhood organize a message of
support?

Abigail Allen
Hi all, I've just heard that a group of people have already organized to show up in support of Mr Biao
today at 2pm. So hopefully those posting and reading here can show up today at 2.

Rorry Daniels
Abigail Allen I’d be interested in stopping by today but I don’t have the exact address—can you PM
me the info?

Nancy Chen
Abigail Allen thank you for this post. As I am not very good with social platform. I plan to stop by
around 2 pm then.

Esther Sun
We are honored to have him in our neighborhood

Nancy Chen
Hi all, I hear the group of people showed up as of now. Maybe we can stage a drive by parade around 12
noon ?

Alok Sharma
It is a workday...will be free only after 5 pm.

Nancy Chen
OK then 5 pm. I hope many of you who follow this thread can drive by in support of our
neighbor!!!
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Alok Sharma
Nancy, Please PM Rachna or me the address.

Krystal Knapp
Nancy Chen A group is going from 2 to 4 p.m.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Can someone pm me address I was going to head over

Krystal Knapp
Alok Sharma nice to meet you today!

Nancy Chen
In support of our neighbor

Wenli Li
Nancy Chen cannot leave till after 3:30pm. 😢 how about we all show up at 5:00pm?

Nancy Chen
OK then 5 pm. I hope many of you who follow this thread can drive by in support of our neighbor!!!

Wenli Li
Nancy Chen anyone have time for signs? What is the address?

Nancy Chen
Wenli Li pm you the address

Jordan Lee
I can come support. I need the address please, will pm

Nancy Chen
Jordan Lee there is a group organize counter protest around 2 pm See above post from Abigail
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Jordan Lee there is a group organize counter protest around 2 pm. See above post from Abigail
Allen

Jordan Lee
Ok, thanks. I can come at 2pm

Kristi Flynn
Following here for details of how we can support Mr Biao

Abigail Allen
See comments on the Planet Princeton fb page for others planning counter protest  
https://m.facebook.com/PlanetPrinceton/

Planet Princeton

Esther Sun
5pm works for me

Nancy Chen
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052970203731004576045152244293970

'A Hole to Bury You'
wsj.com

Nancy Chen
Mr Teng Biao is my college classmate. I only got to know his where about and human right activism via
above article in 2010. I am deeply disturbed by recent activities.

Lynn Tang
I will be there too. Those protesters’ arguments are ridiculous. Mr. Teng is against Trump, but this does
not make him a spy of CCP.

Krystal Knapp
Organized counter-protest planned for 2 p.m. Jill Drive.
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Nancy Chen
Krystal Knapp thank you for posting. There are many thread for support. I am not social media
savvy. But we do what we can.

Sharon DiSebastian
So I’m clear Mr Biao is in support of counter protests? We can advertise this? And basically from 2 pm
on?

Krystal Knapp
Sharon DiSebastian Mr Teng Biao - organizers called him last night

Sharon DiSebastian
Krystal Knapp what’s exactly organized. Just show up at 2 and counter protest?

Kristi Flynn
Sharon DiSebastian did you go today? I was working. If anyone is going tomorrow I will join

Sharon DiSebastian
Kristi Flynn I walked by with Jennifer at 3ish. No one was there.

Wenli Li
Sharon DiSebastian there was a group at 2:00pm. I didn’t make that one.

Alok Sharma
I was there at 2 pm along with around ten others. We were there till around 3 pm. Those
protesters didn't show up probably because it was raining.

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Alok Sharma protestors there now —sun 11am I’m heading over

Alok Sharma
Ashley, Coming over in 15 mins.
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Kristi Flynn
Anna D'Anna

Dipak Patel
This is crazy!!! Get a life protester. People are dying in thousand every day and you have a time for this
crap. Please Help someone need a help and use your spare time helping your neighbour. Peace ✌ 

Jim Solloway
I think our friend’s last name is Teng. His first name is Biao. Chinese surnames come first, followed by
the given name.

Rhys Zbyr
It seems that Guo Wengui, aka Miles Guo and Teng Biao have been trading shots at each other for a
while now. Both distrust each other and the others' motives. Considering that the protest is peaceful
and orderly, I see nothing wrong when people protest someone (right or wrong) in a peaceful
manner. Miles Guo is a public person and to a lesser extent, so is Teng Biao. We live in a country
that should always welcome PEACEFUL protests whether we agree with the protesters or not. 
For the record, Guo Wengui (Miles Guo) has made a lot of inflammatory statements with little offer of
proof on many issues. Both he and Teng Biao call themselves Chinese Dissidents (anti-CCP-Chine
se Communist Party). We should all try to understand why so many Chinese immigrants hate the
Communist government of China and love the USA. We can't continue to turn a blind eye to the
Human Rights Violations that CCP has committed and continues to commit.

Krystal Knapp
Rhys Zbyr I think the big question is, why is Miles Guo attacking high profile dissidents- both the
ones who support and oppose Trump? Why wouldn’t he be supporting those dissidents instead,
especially the pro Trump ones since he is pro Trump? I agree on the free speech and right to protest
but appearing at someone’s house day after day....

Erich Kussman
Rhys Zbyr define peaceful protest as obscene language was used against the children ....

Rhys Zbyr
Erich Kussman, Tseng Biao is likely many times more concerned about the CCP snatching him and
or his family over his actions. He has made decisions which whether I agree with or not which have
put him and his family in the eye of the CCP and the world. Horrible words aimed at the children are
distasteful and wrong, but not nearly as dangerous as the danger an outspoken Chinese Dissident
lives in when publicly speaking out against the CCP.
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Rhys Zbyr
Krystal Knapp Assuming this is about Trump and Bannon is a huge step. Miles Gao has
reportedly made similar assertions long before his public support of Trump and alliance with
Bannon.

Mahesh Ukidave
One thingI did not understood is that, why most of the group members if not all are so sure that protesters
are misguided.... could be other way round too... whats the authentic way to say that they are misguided?
Or misinformed?

Jim Solloway
Mahesh Ukidave considering China’s human rights record, let’s just say the authorities are not
particularly friendly toward independent thinkers like Mr. Teng. Read the Wall Street Journal
interview with Teng that’s part of this discussion’s tread above.

Mahesh Ukidave
Jim Solloway ok will read that for sure 🙏

Wenli Li
Mahesh Ukidave there is a sense that these people are paid to do the protest.

Mahesh Ukidave
Wenli Li why would they do so? Just because someone is Against Trump? Almost 45% or more
People have voted to Trump . Not all are paid or against this country. Thats why I was wondering
why these protesters or people are motivated to do this. They are paid is highly unbelievable.

Wenli Li
Mahesh Ukidave I didn’t follow either person involved here and am not sure how much of it has
to do with Trump either. You can google Guo and read about him, an interesting character to say
the least. I myself find it distasteful that people are bused to our community to protest however
legal it is.
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Alok Sharma
Mahesh, the opposition is to harassment. We are not judging who is calling whom a CCP spy or
what two people have going on between them. What we will not tolerate is 20 unknown masked
people coming from NY everyday (all or almost all of them asians, and, in my view probably paid
to do this) and intimidating our town resident, our neighbor. They come in two shifts, shout
obscenity if any family member comes out, there are kids in home trying to attend virtual
school....one of the kid same grade as my son. This is harassment, 100%.  

Yes, we have a right to protest...that right is mostly used against Government, not against a
private person.......not even sure what protesting against a private person even means.....private
persons are subject to laws........if they think someone is a CCP spy they can go complain to
FBI...there are laws against it. If someone thinks a private person is doing something wrong,
lodge a complain. If there is no proof or the person is doing nothing illegal, write a letter to him or
editor. But if someone is choosing the most harmful, harassing, intimidating way to "protest", the
intent is not protest but nasty bullying.

Mahesh Ukidave
Alok Sharma i agree with you. Was just curious to understand whats so wrong in this community?

Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma we can counter protest but, again, the protestors’ actions are protected by the First
Amendment.

Alok Sharma
Jim, I was there yesterday along with many clergy (Lutheran), the family felt much relief seeing all
the support. He has my number and anytime protesters come back I have asked him to text.  

First amendment protection is against the government...that was the intent of the founders...not
for harassing private citizens...speech against private citizens is fully liable. We have given
government monopoly over violence, that's why we need protections against government....h
arassing a defenseless private citizens family....we will deal with it as community.

Esther Sun
Alok Sharma thanks Alok!

Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma the Supreme Court disagrees with you. See Snyder v Phelps.

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/562/443/#tab-opinion-1963457

Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443 (2011)
supreme.justia.com

Jim Solloway
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Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma this is what the ACLU says about protests: 

https://www.aclu.org/know-your-rights/protesters-rights/

Protesters’ Rights
aclu.org

Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma tell when the next protest occurs. If I’m not working, I will join you in support of Mr.
Teng.

Mike Lage
I’m surprised the township would issue a picketing permit for this.

Jim Solloway
Mike Lage permits aren’t needed if traffic isn’t impeded. They aren’t parading around.

Mike Lage
Jim, how do we know what they will do before arriving?

Jim Solloway
Mike Lage if they impede traffic without a permit they would be subject to arrest

Mike Lage
Jim, require a permit in residential areas...that way if they get out of hand they can be removed.

Jim Solloway
Mike Lage since these people stay on the sidewalk and do not venture on private property things
are not out of hand. Just being annoying is not illegal.

Mike Lage
Jim the point is to require the permit in case there is a problem.  

Tax paying residents of the township should be protected from harassment.
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Jim Solloway

Mike Lage requiring a permit is a good idea but it will have to be given since this crew has a
history of just standing there and making noise. Perhaps Mr. Teng can ask for a restraining order?

Nibha Nayyar
Mike Lage, also, tax paying citizens have a right to use the sidewalk. From what I see, if I was
out for a walk in that neighborhood, I would have to step on to the street.

Mike Lage
Nibha especially in a socially distanced world.

Nancy Chen

Mahesh Ukidave
which lane or road?

Bo Kriger
These people have no ideological reason, they are getting paid. But getting their names and publicly
shaming them, which not not against the law, might deter future harassment

Nancy Chen
Update Sunday Dec 6 th. The protesters are here again on a sunny day.

Wenli Li
Nancy Chen I can go if there is a group
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Nancy Chen I can go if there is a group.

Krystal Knapp
Nancy Chen I’m heading over in a bit to report

Nancy Chen
Krystal Knapp thank you!

Alok Sharma
They are blocking the entire walkway and hiding their faces with signs if you try to take pic.  

Mike Lage
Alok especially if you try to maintain proper social distance.

Alok Sharma
Not sure what these guys smoked this morning but they say this human rights activist, our
neighbor, created virus and killed Americans!!!

Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma I have a few things to take care of here but I’ll drive over in about an hour. Can you PM
me and give me the address?

Bo Kriger
these folks are not crazy, they have a script they follow and they are paid. This tactic is borrowed
from russian secret services. 
Make no mistake, this is just the tip of the iceberg. These protesters are just for money, but the intent
of the billionaire is very sinister.
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Alok Sharma
4 Jill Drive..

Alok Sharma
Peeps, we will be here standing between these harrassers and our neighbor as long as it takes.
Please come over to 4 Jill Drive and ask these people to stop this harassment.

Jean Hao
Alok Sharma Are police notified? Is it legal to protest in a private neighborhood with unjustified
allegations?

Jordan Lee
Alok Sharma as I was leaving , was there was a skirmish ? Did they touch you? I thought I heard
you say they touched you?

Wenli Li
We called police earlier when they used the worst Chinese cursing us. But police won’t come until
laws are broken

Alok Sharma
Yes...one of the guys was trying to manhandle YZ.

Jordan Lee
Alok Sharma so NOW can police come and rid us of them?

Alok Sharma
Jordan, our resolve to stand guard is stronger than their resolve to harass.

Jordan Lee
You are tenacious my good man!!

Nibha Nayyar
Wenli Li, these people are blocking the public right of way.
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Mahesh Ukidave
I dont understand .. why Police is not taking any action... let him dial 911 and call for help?

Mike Lage
No law against it.

David Henderson
Mahesh Ukidave the protestors have the protection of the 1st Amendment also. after all, this is
not Communist China

Alok Sharma
This guy in blue called YZ to the side and elbowed him.  

Paul Ligeti
Are there plans to show up tomorrow/other days of the week/other sustained support for Teng Biao?

Erich Kussman
Paul Ligeti yes there is
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Kristi Flynn
Linda Hedges

Chris Bator
I think we citizens need to ask who is behind the protests of a person who is here because he opposes
the communist Chinese government. It would be interesting to find out who the protesters are-after all
we know who they are protesting and then determine whether they are agents of the Chinese
Government. This would not be the first time or the last that foreign governments have tried to
influence American opinion. As far as harrsssment I think there are things the town can do to protect its
citizens. We certainly don’t want a pizza gate situation .

Alok Sharma
This guy in blue coat called YZ to side and elbowed him. 

Jackie Alberts
If the guy in blue comes back, he can be arrested for the assault on YZ.

Annette Gabrielle Lytle
Sprinklers MUST be turned on!

Daniel Kanoff
Annette Gabrielle Lytle I came here to say this! I would flood my own yard.

Annette Gabrielle Lytle
Daniel Kanoff me too.
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